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ABSTRACT

Accident events involving fire are quite frequent
and could have a severe effect on the safety of nuclear
facilities. As confinement must be maintained, the
ventilation and filtration systems have to be designed
to exclude any radioactive release to the environment.
To determine and analyse the consequences of a fire on
the ventilation network and on its associated air
cleaning systems» a research programme Including the
development of calculation codes and experimental
studies has been carried out at the Nuclear Studies
Centre at Saclay (France). The paper describes the
highlights of this research programme. To evaluate the
safety of ventilation networks in the case of fire a
code (MINERVE) has been developed by several teams from
the CEA group. The MINERVE code results from the
coupling of a code modelling ventilation networks under
accidental conditions (SIMEVENT) with a simplified fire
code based on a temperature correlation for forced
ventilated compartment fires. Complementary studies
carried out in our research programme aim at
experimentally evaluating the consequences of fires in
the ventilation ducts of a nuclear facility. Among the
fires which have broken out in nuclear plants, several
have resulted from ignition of dust deposited inside
the ventilation ducts. A test facility (BEATRICE) has
been designed to enable the analysis and consequences
of this type of fire to be evaluated. The part of the
experimental programme referring to HEPA filter
challenge and behaviour during fire conditions is
discussed. The results obtained in our fire programme
from calculation codes and experimental studies
contribute towards improving the basic knowledge about
fires affecting nuclear facilities and also towards
defining the associated strategies (ventilation
control, filter protection, etc.).

1. INTRODUCTION

The safety principles of the ventilation of
nuclear facilities require that high depressure In the
buildings is maintained at all times to prevent
internal uncontrolled contamination transfers and
radioactive releases to the environment.

Among all potential accidents affecting the
ventilation network and its associated filtration
systems, fire is certainly the most Important and the
only one which is always taken into account in safety
analyses. Fires and thermal stresses can be due to
various sources (solvent fires, charcoal filter



ignition, fire propagation inside a ventilation duct,
etc.) and generally result from a combination of
several abnormal operating conditions. As a
consequence, it can easily be imagined that thermal
challenges on ventilation and filtration systems will,
in almost all cases, be associated with other
challenges such as radioactivity, aerosols and gases,
pressure stresses and condensation of water.

For the moment it is impossible to predict the
behaviour of ventilation and filtration systems for
each challenge associated with fire situations. To
improve actual knowledge, a research programme
including the development of calculation codes and
experimental studies has been carried out at the
Nuclear Studies Centre at Saclay (France).

To analyse the consequences of a fire on complex
ventilation networks the MINERVE code has been
developed; it enables rapid identification of the
sensitive points of the ventilation system during a
fire situation.

Complementary studies carried out in our research
programme aim at experimentally assessing the
consequences of a fire In the ventilation ducts of a
nuclear facility. The tests performed, on the basis of
combustible materials simulating real deposits
encountered in the ducts, make it possible to model the
air and duct wall temperature profiles so as to
evaluate thermal stresses at the HEPA filter, to
determine the behaviour of HEPA filters during such
fires and to assess the risk of a contamination release
due to radioactive particles deposited on the HEPA
filter itself.

2. MINERVE CALCULATION CODE

Several teams from the CEA group have co-operated
to elaborate a code for modelling ventilation networks
under accident conditions in nuclear facilities. The
code, developed by the Group of Calculation Applied to
Ventilation (GCAV) has been called SIMEVENT (initially
called PIAF) [I]. To simulate the consequences on the
network operating conditions of a fire in an enclosure,
a temperature correlation for forced ventilated
compartment fires, developed at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, has been used [2 ]. The MINERVE
code results from the coupling of the SIMEVENT code
with a simplified fire code elaborated from this
temperature correlation.

2.1. SIMEVENT code

The principle of the code is discretization of the
ventilation system in nodes linked by branches. A node
represents a volume whose pressure and temperature can
be considered uniform (room, set of rooms, etc.).



A branch is a part of the network standing between
two nodes and fully defined by a relation AP => f(Q),
giving the pressure difference AP for a given flow rate
Q. A branch may be any kind of classical ventilation
element (blower» valve, duct, filter, pressure
controller, etc.).

The fluid mechanics constitutive laws of these
elements are memorized in the SIMEVENT library.

The system of equations to be solved consists of
the constitutive laws of branches and of the mass and
enthalpy balances at the nodes.

The unknowns of the problem are flow rates in the
branches and pressure and temperatures at the nodes.
The numerical method used by SIMEVENT is based on an
adapted NEWTON method.

SIMEVENT has been applied to numerous studies of
complex ventilation networks with nodes and branches
up to 850 and 1650, respectively.

It has been validated from comparisons between
in situ measurements and calculation data.

The design of the SIMEVENT network describing the
ventilation system implies, necessarily, a perfect
knowledge of this system, i.e of the rooms, the
equipment and the non-controlled aeraulic links
(inter-nodes, with externals). These conditions being
fulfilled, SIMEVENT supplies the operating characteris-
tics of the network.

An example of a real ventilation network and Its
associated SIMEVENT (or MINERVE) model Is given in Fig.
1.

2.2. Fire correlation

Several methods exist for evaluating the fire
hazard in traditional enclosures D, 4 ]. Relatively
little work, however, has been dona for fires in
forced ventilated compartments. Two classes of fire
models are in vogue for the prediction of fire
conditions in enclosures: zone models and field models.
For these models detailed knowledge (largely
unavailable) of the physical phenomena and huge
computer capacities are needed. Another approach
consists of developing correlations to predict the
evolution of variables characterizing the forced
ventilated fire. A team at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) has elaborated an empirical
correlation which estimates the upper layer temperature
rise above ambient in the case of fire in a forced
ventilated compartment:

0.72



Where T is the upper layer temperature (K)

T is the ambient temperature (K)
a
Q is the fire heat release rate (kW)
c ,
C is.the gas specific heat capacity (kJ.kg .
pa K-l}

m is the mass ventilation flow rate (kg/s)

A is the compartment surface area (m2)

h is the9effective heat transfert coefficient
(kW.m .K~l)
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where k is.the wall specific heat capacity (kJ.kg .

m K"1)

p is the wall density (kg/m3)
m
e is the wall thickness (m)

t is the wall thermal penetration time (s)
P

where t is the time (s)

This equation confirms the correlation suggested
by McCaffrey et al. for free ventilation fires given in
C3L

It has been found to be extremely accurate in
predicting upper layer temperatures in the test cell of
LLNL with standard fire source of methane gas
(approximately constant heat release).

Another comparison has been made from data
collected on a test cell in which glove box fires are
performed C5 3. These fires are characterized by heat
releases Q variable with time.

Curves of experimental temperatures at several
heights in the test cell compared with prediction using
the temperature correlation are given in Fig. 2. Good
agreement was also obtained In this case.

2.3. MINERVE code

The MINERVE code results from the coupling of the
SIMEVENT code with a simplified fire code elaborated
from this temperature correlation.



For the thermal events, the MINERVE code operates
with nearly steady source terms, which exclude the very
fast transients. However, for most of the accident
conditions Including thermal events, transient
situations can be described by equilibrium sequences.

The MINERVE code gives the state of the complete
ventilation network in the case of fire in a given node
at a set time chosen by the user.

It permits rapid identification of the sensitive
points in a ventilation system in the event of a fire;
the analysis will be able to be deepened further by the
coupling of the SIMEVENT code with the FLAMME code
developed by the CEA, which describes the consequences
of a fire in a room more accurately than the
temperature correlation [6 L

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Our research programme includes experimental
studies enabling the analysis and consequences of fire
in the ventilation ducts to be evaluated. Among the
fires which may be surveyed within nuclear power
plants, several broke out in the ventilation ducts.
Indeed, the ageing of a facility leads to a risk of
combustible dusts and deposits accumulating, both on
the inner walls of the ventilation ducts (essentially
the exhaust networks) and on the air cleaning systems
(mainly the HEPA filters).

The studies carried out enable the consequences of
challenges associated to fires to be determined:

(1) The temperature challenge, defined by evaluating
the thermal stresses on the HEPA filter and their
consequences on the release of the radioactive
particles deposited on the filter itself,

(2) The effect of the aerosol particles resulting from
the fire on the behaviour of the HEPA filters.

To perform the corresponding tests, two tests rigs
are available at Saclay: the BEATRICE and the SIMOUN
test rigs [7, 8].

The BEATRICE test rig is a full scale fire
facility in which fires resulting from combustible dust
deposits are performed. In conformity with the results
acquired from analysis of the deposits encountered in
the ducts, a mixture considered representative of the
nature of the deposits in most nuclear plant
ventilation ducts has been defined and is used as a
basic combustible material for every test. The
composition of this mixture is as follows: plastic
(50Z). wood (25Z) and cotton (25Z).

The SIMOUN test rig is designed for dynamic state
testing of all types of ventilation network equipment
(HEPA filters, fire dampers, thermal detectors, etc)
and is capable of supplying up to 4000 m3/h of clean
air at 400"C. This facility provides fast temperature
changes in order to reproduce the typical accident
temperature profiles obtained during simulated fire
experiments.



3.1. Thermal challenges

3.1.1. Temperature evolution along the duct

The fire is characterized by determination of the
evolution of air and wall temperatures along the duct
in order to evaluate the thermal stresses at the HEFA
filter. Modelling of thermal losses in a ventilation
duct has been carried out C9 3; the resultant code,
PIPETTE, gives the air and duct wall temperature
profiles in the transient state at a given moment and
distance. The physical model chosen is based on the
following hypotheses:

(1) At a given distance, the wall temperature is
uniform throughout the thickness of the duct,

(2) In a given section, the temperature and air
velocity profiles within the duct are considered as
uniform,

(3) The presence of aerosol particles is neglected.

The air and wall temperatures so calculated should
be considered then as average values through a cross-
section.

The balance of thermal exchanges, in the transient
state, is made between the duct sections of abscissa x
and x + dx:

(a) Heat balance in an annular section of the duct

Conduction term Forced convection term

dT
hextpext(V W = PcPinte Cpc d^

Free convection Accumulation term
term + radiation

(b) Flow balance

Qm C Pa
 dT " hint ( T

P

where T is the air temperature ("C)

T is the wall temperature (0C)

T is the ambient temperature (0C)
6Xu

p is the inside perimeter of the duct (m)

p is the outside perimeter of the duct (m)

e is the duct thickness (m)



X is the.conductivity of the duct metal
c (kJ.s .m .0C*1)
C is the specific heat of the duct metal
pc (kJ.kg ~\"C~S

p is the density of the duct metal (kg/m3)

C is the specific heat of the air

Q is the air mass flow rate (kg/s)

h, is the Internal convective exchange
lnC coefficient (kJ.s .m~ ."C"1)

h is the external convective exchange
exC coefficient (kJ.s ~\m .0C*1)

The mathematical resolution of the system is
achieved by using an explicit method with finite
differences.

PIPETTE is summed up in Fig.3.
The results obtained from the PIPETTE code have

been compared with the results of tests carried out on
the BEATRICE rig (an example is given in Fig. 4). It
was found that the temperatures predicted by the code
are relatively good, although the calculated
temperatures are. in general, higher than the measured
ones for reasons relating to the test operating
conditions (open air location of the BEATRICE rig,
external leakage). It has generally been observed that,
during experiments, differences of approximately 60%
are obtained between the maximum temperature point and
the HEPA filter located 12 m downstream. The
temperature at the HEPA filter never exceeded the
maximum service temperature of the filters tested (350
to 4000C).

3.1.2. Release of radioactivity deposited on a filter

A phenomenon linked with the increase of air
temperature is the release of radioactive particles
deposited on the HEPA filters. Such a phenomenon was
studied on the SIMOUN test rig on which an experimental
method has been defined in order to determine the
release rate of the contamination deposited on the HEPA
filter.

Soda fluorescein (up to temperatures of 2000C) or
sodium chloride (up to temperature of 4000C) aerosols

both tagged with technetlum ( Tcm) are used. The study
under way reveals the following phenomena [10 ]:

(1) A release of contamination is observed from about
1750C and beyond,

(2) The release rate increases with temperature and
decreases along the exposure time of the HEPA
filter,



(3) The release phenomenon cannot be dissociated from
the emission of smoke originating from the HEFA
filter and resulting from the thermal degradation
of certain filter components (fib"e binder, spacer
threads, sealant, dust deposited on clogged
filters).

The release is determined by measuring, at a given
moment t, the release rate defined by:

_ Activity released between t and t + dt
= (Activity initially deposited on HEPA filter), dt

The release rate as measured never exceeded,
-4 -1

during the tests performed, a value of 10 .rain
An example of the results obtained is given in

Fig. 5.

3.2. Effect of aerosol particles

In fire situations the production of aerosol
particles is an associated phenomenon which can affect
the behaviour of the filtration systems.

During the tests performed on the BEATRICE test
rig the presence of two different aerosol populations
was observed [111:

(1) One part of the aerosol (mass diameter less than
about 1 urn) appears to originate from the
combustion aerosols (smokes, condensates),

(2) The other part (mass diameter greater than about 5
urn) corresponds to unburned particles.

Although the air temperature at the HEPA filter
tested on BEATRICE is less than the maximum service
temperature in clean air of certain filters (350 to
4009C), there is a major decrease in the efficiency of
the filter during fire testing. This decrease is
highlighted by measurements of the decontamination
factor, according to the soda fluorescein method,
before and after the fire test. During a fire test, the
decontamination factor of a filter can decrease from
10000 less than 100.

This loss in efficiency can be explained by the
damage of the HEPA filter (filtering medium
perforations) caused by the incandescent particles and
leading to local melting of the glass fibre medium.

The evolution of the pressure drop (AP) of the
filter has been followed up continuously. For every
test no significant variations in this pressure drop
have been noticed. This results from the low mass of
aerosol particles reaching the filter.

On this point, it is worth noting that perforation
of the filter takes place, although the mass of
aerosols is small (2 to SZ of the combustible mass).



Finally, a liquid phase can be observed at the
filter surface arising from condensation effects. For
larger combustible masses, ChIs liquid phase could play
an Important part --yarding clogging of the filter and
release of contamination deposited on it.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the event of an accident situation such as a
fire in nuclear facilities, the ventilation and
filtration strategies have to be defined to make sure
that containment is maintained.

The research and development programme carried out
at Saclay contributes towards improving knowledge about
the behaviour of the ventilation networks from
calculation codes and experimental studies.

The MINERVE code, whose validation is in progress,
enables the response of a ventilation network to fire
perturbations to be evaluated and so Identification of
the sensitive points of the network to be quickly
identified.

The experimental fire tests performed have
highlighted the consequences of a fire on the behaviour
of the filtration systems (HEPA filters mainly). In
the case of fire, effects due to the presence of
aerosols (filter clogging, filtering medium melting,
etc.) add up to purely thermal effects (release of
contamination, etc).

At the current stage, the programme is determining
the part played by each of the phenomena associated
with fires (temperature, aerosol particles) on the
strategy of containment control. On the other hand,
HEPA filter protection devices (spark arrestors,
metallic fibre media) and extinguishing techniques
adpated to fire in ducts have to be evaluated.
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FIGURE CAPTION SHEET

Figure 1 : Real and modelled ventilation networks

Figure 2 : Comparison experiment - modelling for the

forced-ventilated compartment temperatures

Figure 3 : PIPETTE code

Figure 4 : Comparison experiment - modelling from

PIPETTE code

Figure 5 : Release rate as a function cf time at

different temperatures
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INPUT DATA

Duct characteristics

. geometry

. dimensions

. metal physical
properties

Flow characteristics

. flov direction

. mass flov rate of air

. physical properties
of air

Temperatures

. ambient temperature

. temperature profile
at duct inlet

Natural characteristics
of digital resolution

PIPETTE

CODE

CODE OUTPUTS

. air temperature

. wall temperature

for given time and
distance chosen by
the user
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